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RB-01

The RB-01 Rescue Boat suc-
cessfully rescues the
Kaohsiung-based to go fish-
ing boat "Der Hsing"

   |   

Article, photos | Lu Tien-lih

T he Coast Guard Administration has since 2002 had three  self-righting
rescue boats built successively, and has the first RB-091 vessel

assigned to the Maritime Patrol Directorate General's fifth Maritime Pa-
trol Corps  in Kaohsiung, and two others to the first Maritime Patrol Corps
in Keelung and the eighth Maritime Patrol Corps  in Penghu, based on
the statistics of maritime incidents occurred in Taiwan over time.  At the
onset of the inauguration, the Maritime Patrol Directorate General has
specially retained American maritime rescue experts to provide all rel-
evant associated with focus training, familiarizing them with relevant
knowledge and rudimentary proficiency in carrying out rescue boat duty
missions.  Over the recent years, the duty personnel have successively
concluded various expertise training at the stringent planning of the
Maritime Patrol Directorate General, preparing them to excel the boat
functions.  The threeboats, since their joining the maritime rescue rank,
has lodged in remarkable results.  Particularly impressive is with the
Kaohsiung Maritime Patrol Corps's RB-01 boat, which has carried out a
total of 18 maritime rescue missions since the early 1992, and helped a
total of 117 individuals, including 66 individuals trapped in the fire inci-
dent of the fishing worker boat "Zhe Sheng Hsing".

At 12:00 noon on May 15, 2005, captain Lu Ten-li and a crew of
five of the self-righting rescue boat at fifth Maritime Patrol Corps in
Kaohsiung return to the squadron promptly readying for mission
deployment, as the men readying to serve their shifts from 16:00 to 24:
00 midnight.

At 15:47 in the afternoon as the boat crew hear the Corps's emer-
gency gathering bell, thinking that there must be some boat that needs
rescuing for being stranded somewhere out the water, they have
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The self-righting rescue boat participating in the
Hai An #3 drill's sea mobilization inspection
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scramble to gather around at the duty command center, where the
duty officer informs them that the duty center has just ledged in a
118 call, citing that at around 15:30 in the afternoon of today (May
15) an to go fishing boat "Der Hsing" CT0-8151 at approx. 4.6 nau-
tical miles off the coast of Zhoying, Kaohsiung°]22.42N, 120.08E°^,
had lost power, and the crew of two on board the boat have send
out distress call as the situation becomes urgent.

Upon receiving the order, the rescue vessel responds to its
duty immediately, with the captain on aboard the vessel checking

the rescue equipment and assigning mis-
sions to his crew, and the boat sets sail
from Kaohsiung Port I at 4:00PM, where
the wind-swept waves are at around level
5 to 6.  The location of the distressed boat
reported in is found to be located at the
navigation course of merchant ships and
the portal leading to the Zhoying Mili-
tary Port upon assessing through the
navigation chart.  To avoid vessel collu-
sion that might lead to endangering hu-

man lives, the rescue boat braces forward at a full throttle of 25 knots
heading for the sea areas where the distressed boat is located; through-
out the navigation course, the deputy captain checks the gloves, throw
ropes and rope throwers needed for boat tugging.

Upon enduring roughly 30 minutes of choppy navigation, the boat
finally arrives at the boat incident site of boat "Der Hsing", which has
stranded approx. 6 nautical miles off Zhoying at 22.41N and 120.08E,
and the captain of the distressed ship is more than elated when spot-
ting the rescue boat, and tells of a failed main engine due to mechanical
fail upon inquiry.  Upon assessing the scenario, and reporting back to
the duty command center, a decision is made to tow the boat from the
stern according to the personnel job assignment, where the profession-
ally trained Coast Guard men quickly tossed the ropes and swiftly con-
cluded the task of fastening the tug ropes.  At 16:45, upon concluding
the command of roping, the tugging operation quickly commences.  For
safety concern, the tugging operation is usually conducted at a low
speed, of approx. 3 5o 5 knots, and with the incident site being approx.
8 nautical miles from the Kaohsiung Port, the boats arrives at around
half a nautical mile from the Koahsiung Port I at around 17:55, where
the tugging is revamped into sideway tug for port entry, and boat "Der
Hsing" is safety tugged to the Chi Hou Security Checkpoint in Kaohsiung
at 18:20 to successfully close the rescue mission.

The ability to conclude the mission successfully again fills the men
with elation, making them more aware of the significant meaning of
the Coast Guard work particularly when seeing the scared denizens
returning safely.  At a time when the government is actively promoting
seaside activity, maintaining the safety of sea activities has emerged as
ever more important.  With that, it is anticipated that the Coast Guard
Administration associates could further refine the domain of their
expertise, which would prepare them to tackle a host of challenges and
missions that lie ahead, without failing the public anticipation of the
coast Guard Administration personnel.

(The author is currently with fifth Maritime Patrol Corps.)
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